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UM ART CLASSES ADJUST
TO F IT TEMPORARY HOME
M ISSOULA —
Alternative techniques are tiding over some University of
Montana art classes until structural problems in the Art Annex
building are corrected.
Ceramic and sculpture classes are taking a different
approach to art in the smaller, less-equipped quarters in the
Schreiber Gymnasium, formerly called the Men's Gymnasium.

The UM

Drama Department yeilded the space to the art classes until the
annex roof is repaired.
Large kilns and other equipment were left behind this fall
when art classes moved from the annex, which was closed after
cracks in roof supports were found in late summer.
The installation of additional supports under the roof
braces should be completed by this summer, Glen Williams, UM vice
president for fiscal affairs, said recently.

The cost estimate

for the repairs is expected in two or three weeks, he also said.
Limited ceramic firing space and lack of sophisticated
sculpting equipment have caused some students to put large or
more complicated projects on hold, instructors say.

However,

they add, by incorporating traditional, low-firing techniques in
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the curriculum, the program's integrity is maintained despite
lack of space or tools.
"I view this as a concrete success," Steve Connell,
associate professor of art at UM, says.

"I think these kids have

done really well under the circumstances."
With a tenth of the kiln space as they had in the annex,
ceramic students fire their ware in small electric kilns and in
outdoor pits, as Indians in the Southwest United States have
traditionally done.

They also use raku, a quick-firing method to

complement the aesthetics of humility of the Japanese teaceremony ware.
Although dry weather is stalling the use of the wood-fire
anagama kiln at the UM School of Forestry's Lubrecht Experimental
Forest, graduate students are building more kilns, including a
high-fire kiln, for additional firing space.
"Students are continuing to produce high-quality work," says
Beth Lo, assistant professor of art, "and hopefully we can
accommodate them all."
Ceramic students have tentatively scheduled a Christmas
ceramic juried show and sale for Dec. 4-6 to raise money for the
ceramic program.

Missoula artist Rudy Autio will judge the

students' work.
Without large wood-working equipment, beginning sculpture
students used simpler methods and mostly hand tools for
constructing their projects out of rough-cut lumber.
more

Students
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are now constructing and welding metal sculptures.
"The beginning sculpture class was able to generated a body
of work that I think has a certain kind of flavor to it," Connell
said about his students' wooden sculptures.
spontaneous.

"They're more

They have a dramatic immediacy behind them."

UM Art Department Chairman James Todd, Connell and Lo
appreciate the efforts of the administration, the Physical Plant
and the Drama Department in the art classes' move from the annex.
And while the students and teachers are making most of their
situation, they look forward to returning to the annex.
"Artists in general like the novelty of using different
techniques," Todd said recently.

"But you can't live on that

forever if these other problems don't get resolved."
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